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Abstract

Health pandemics affect women and men differently, and they can make the existing gender inequalities much worse. COVID-19 is one such pandemic, which can have substantial gendered implications both during and in the post-pandemic world. Its economic and social consequences could deepen the existing gender inequalities and roll back the limited gains made in respect of women empowerment in the past few decades. The impending global recession, multiple trade restrictions, economic lockdown and social distancing measures can expose vulnerabilities in social, political and economic systems which in turn could have a profound impact on women’s participation in trade and commerce. The article outlines five main reasons that explain why this health pandemic has put women employees, entrepreneurs and consumers at the frontline of the struggle. It then explores how free trade agreements can contribute in repairing the harm in the post-pandemic world. In doing so, the author sheds light on various ways in which the existing trade agreements embrace gender equality considerations and how they can be better prepared to help minimize the pandemic-inflicted economic loss to women.
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Introduction:

The unprecedented pandemic of COVID-19 has strained and overstretched the health systems worldwide, including in the most advanced economies of the world.¹ It has upended the global economy, and with it the international trade, creating enormous shocks to supply and demand. As a response to this pandemic, countries have increased trade restrictions and closed down
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their borders, and this has cut the supply chain, i.e., “the fuel line to the engine” of international trade. The WTO economists predict that COVID-19 can cause a bigger collapse of global trade than what we had seen during the 2008-2009 economic crises. The economic contagion has grown as fast as this health pandemic itself. Amidst all this, something else is happening that we need to take an account of.

COVID-19 has put women employees, women entrepreneurs and women consumers at the frontline of this struggle. ‘Across every sphere, from health to the economy, security to social protection, the impacts of COVID-19 are exacerbated for women and girls simply by virtue of their sex.’ This paper sheds light on the key reasons that explain why women, working women in particular, are placed at the frontline of this struggle. This article is not attempting to show how or why more working women than working men (in absolute numbers) can get affected due to this pandemic; this may not be the case as much more men than women are involved in the economies and hence men may be impacted more in absolute terms. Moreover, we need sex-disaggregated data on the economic impact of COVID-19 to better understand its gendered impact. The paper seeks to underline how this pandemic could roll-back the limited gains made in respect of women empowerment over the past few decades. The post-pandemic world will require multiple interventions at domestic and international levels to repair this harm. International trade law and policies can form an important part of this recovery, as they can trigger changes at the domestic levels. This crisis presents a unique opportunity to build back the economy in an inclusive manner and explore how trade policies can contribute in this respect through existing and future free trade agreements (FTAs).

---


Free trade agreements (FTAs) can play an instrumental role in reducing gender gap. Two reasons in particular support this claim. *First*, the existing and future trade agreements between countries can increase trade flows and hence lead to more business and employment opportunities and a better standard of life for all including women. *Second*, through regional or bilateral trade accords, countries can encourage their trade partners to create laws and procedures that may encourage women’s participation in trade and commerce. As will be discussed in Section III, more and more countries are employing this “top-down” approach to deal with gender inequality as they are increasingly including gender considerations in their trade agreements. This paper sheds light on different types of gender-responsive provisions found in existing FTAs that can play a part in reducing gender inequality. It will also present some discussion on how future FTAs can take a step further in this respect, so they are able to better respond to the pandemic-inflicted-disruptions to inclusive growth. These discussions will provide an understanding of how FTAs can help women participate in the economy and the elements that existing FTAs lack in this respect.

I. COVID-19 puts Women at the Frontline: Five Possible Reasons

*Reason 1: Loss of employment for women in service sectors*

Trade in services seems to be most directly affected by this pandemic due to its very special nature. The loss of services (in the form of cancellation of sports events, travel plans, other recreational services) is permanent as, unlike goods, there are no inventories of services and services cannot be stored or restocked for future consumption. Hence, the impact of this pandemic on trade in services is much harsher than its impact on trade in goods.

Globally, almost 30% of women workforce is employed in service-based industries. Women are mostly employed in labor-intensive services that require physical proximity between providers and consumers. In this pandemic where social distancing has become a global norm, service industries such as tourism, finance and education are set to suffer a significant loss of revenue. Women workers employed in these sectors stand at an economically vulnerable position. Moreover, women are overrepresented in low-paid, part-time, and temporary

---

7 The expression “free trade agreements” or FTA” in this paper is used to refer to different regional or bilateral agreements that may be free or preferential or in the form of economic partnerships.


employment, often without job protection, maternity benefits, health benefits or pensions commensurate with their working life.\textsuperscript{11} In any industry that is hit hard by the pandemic, women are more likely to feel the impact as compared to men who tend to have higher representation at senior, well-paid and permanent roles (often with stronger job protection and employment benefits) than women.\textsuperscript{12}

Reason 2: Loss of income for female workforce in informal sectors

Recent studies show that two billion people in the world work in the informal sector, majority being in emerging and developing countries. This means that more than 61 per cent of the world’s employed population makes their living from the informal economy. If we only look at the world’s informal employment in emerging and developing countries, the number goes up to 93 percent.\textsuperscript{13} Out of two billion workers in the informal employment worldwide, over 740 million are women. In South Asia, over 80 percent of women in non-agricultural jobs are in informal employment. This number is over 74 percent in Sub-Saharan Africa and 54 percent in Latin America and the Caribbean.\textsuperscript{14} Women in this sector, which is often referred to as a “grey economy”, frequently work without decent salaries, protection from labor laws, insurance or health cover, maternity benefits or paid sick leave.\textsuperscript{15} With the “Stay at Home” orders and social distancing norms, petty services traders, street-vendors, seasonal workers and industrial outworkers will be left out of their already poorly-paid employments.\textsuperscript{16}

Reason 3: Small and Medium-sized Enterprises may struggle to survive

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} Günseli Berik, ‘Mature Export-Led Growth and Gender Wage Inequality in Taiwan’, in Irene Van Staveren, Diane Elson, Caren Grown and Nilüfer Çağatay (eds.), The Feminist Economics of Trade (Routledge 2007), 141
\item \textsuperscript{14} Progress of the World’s Women 2015-2016: Transforming economies, realizing rights (UN Women, 2015), Chapter 2, at 71
\item \textsuperscript{15} Martha Alter Chen, ‘Women in the Informal Sector: A Global Picture, the Global Movement’ (2001) 21(1) SAIS Review, 71
\end{itemize}
In the current era of globalization and trade liberalization, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)\textsuperscript{17} play an instrumental role in the economy. SMEs account for almost 50 percent of the global gross domestic product (GDP) and over 70 percent of the employment worldwide.\textsuperscript{18} SMEs drive economic growth, but they tend to be vulnerable to changes in the economy or markets forces beyond their control, such as a health pandemic which can alter the market dynamics and supply chain for a considerable period of time.\textsuperscript{19} They may not have the capacity and resources to survive a global economic meltdown or a recession as compared to large multinational companies.\textsuperscript{20} This would especially be the case with SMEs that are engaged in export and import of goods as well as services, mainly because of the disruptions in service economies and temporary export restrictions imposed on multiple products including drugs\textsuperscript{21}, medical equipments\textsuperscript{22}, agricultural products\textsuperscript{23} and cereals\textsuperscript{24}. These export restrictions could alter the consumption patterns, disrupt supply chains and hence change the very nature of multiple industries worldwide.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{17}’Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are non-subsidiary, independent firms which employ fewer than a given number of employees. This number varies across countries. The most frequent upper limit designating an SME is 250 employees, as in the European Union. However, some countries set the limit at 200 employees, while the United States considers SMEs to include firms with fewer than 500 employees.’ OECD SME and Entrepreneurship Outlook: 2005 (OECD Paris 2005), 17

\textsuperscript{18}OECD and WTO, Aid For Trade at a Glance 2017: Promoting Trade, Inclusiveness and Connectivity for Sustainable Development, (OECD, WTO, 2017), ch 8, 220

\textsuperscript{19}OECD Working Party on SMEs and Entrepreneurship, ‘SME Policy Responses' (OECD, 2020) <https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/view/?ref=119_119680-di6h3agi4x&title=Covid-19_SME_Policy_Responses> accessed 21 April 2020 [Empirical research finds that due to COVID-19, more than half of SMEs now already face severe losses in revenues, with many having only a few months’ reserves to withstand the crisis]


\textsuperscript{21}Colombia, Temporary export ban on certain personal protective equipment [WTO document G/MA/QR/N/COL/1, 2 April 2020]; India, Amendments introduced to the export policy of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) and formulations made from these APIs [Notification No. 50/2015-2020, Ministry of Commerce and Industry - Department of Commerce, Directorate General of Foreign Trade (3 March 2020)]

\textsuperscript{22}Australia, Temporary restrictions on the non-commercial export of personal protective equipment and sanitizer products [Australian Government, Department of Home Affairs]

\textsuperscript{23}China, Temporary decrease of import tariffs on certain products, e.g. medical supplies, raw materials, agricultural products, meat [The General Office of the Ministry of Commerce issued the Circular on actively expanding imports to combat against novel coronavirus epidemic (6 February 2020)]; Indonesia, Temporary elimination of import certification requirements on imports of onions and garlic [Permanent Delegation of Indonesia to the WTO (1 April 2020) and Ministry of Trade Regulation No. 27]

\textsuperscript{24}Honduras, Temporary export ban on certain dried leguminous vegetables [Presidencia de la República, Sala de Prensa]

\textsuperscript{25}Simon Evenett, ’Tackling COVID-19 Together: The Trade Policy Dimension’, (Global Trade Alert, 23 March 2020), <https://www.globaltradealert.org/reports/51> accessed 1 June 2020 [A case study on medical ventilators shows that this pandemic has led to zero-sum behavior towards foreign trade.]
Women own close to 10 million of the world’s SMEs.\textsuperscript{26} This means that more than thirty percent of SMEs in the world are owned by women entrepreneurs. In the state of lockdown, it is a hard reality that many SMEs will have to close or scale down their operations. SMEs dealing with trade in services, in particular those working in tourism, retail, education, hospitality and finance, could suffer a gigantic jolt.\textsuperscript{27} Moreover, women who are employed by SMEs might also be uprooted from the economy as a result of this pandemic. Globally, approximately 50 percent of working women are employed in service-based SMEs.\textsuperscript{28} This number goes as high as 85 percent if we look at female employment in service sectors in advanced economies.\textsuperscript{29} Hence, loss of employment for women in SMEs could be quite significant.

\textit{Reason 4: Women entrepreneurs may require longer times to reactivate their businesses}

Women entrepreneurs may require longer times to reactivate their businesses due to several reasons.\textsuperscript{30} One of the reasons that could impede the process of reactivating women-owned businesses is their lack of access to productive resources such as assets and capital. Approximately 50 percent of women in the world do not have bank accounts or access to other financial services.\textsuperscript{31} In the rural areas of low income countries, only about 20 percent of bank account holders are women.\textsuperscript{32} Women without bank accounts have no credit history. Also, women generally have less access to assets such as land or other property due to multiple reasons including men-favoring inheritance laws in many countries.\textsuperscript{33} Lack of credit history and

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\item 27 Asgary et al (see note 20) 73 [the authors explain how natural disasters and global recessions can impact SMEs, with a special focus on SMEs in Turkey.]
\end{thebibliography}
assets would mean that women entrepreneurs could face significant difficulties in securing credit for reviving their businesses post pandemic.

Another reason that could slow down the process of recovery for women might be the decrease in access to family planning services such as abortions. Difficulty and fear in approaching medical services for having an abortion or accessing contraceptives could cause untimely and unwanted pregnancy to many women professionals, which in turn could increase their time constraints. Lack of access to medical services could also lead to an increase in the numbers of maternal mortality and sexually-transmitted diseases. Moreover, women may be disconnected further from the economy due to increased household responsibilities and domestic violence during the great lockdown.

**Reason 5: Increase in Household Responsibilities and Violence against Women**

Women professionals tend to take a bigger chunk of domestic responsibilities as compared to men even during their working hours. Lockdown implies that children across the world are at home, which would mean an increase in child-care work for women and higher time-poverty for them. Time-poverty is one of the barriers that impede women’s participation in economies, as it implies for them lack of time to receive education, skill development, vocational training, employment prospects, and business opportunities. Moreover, most of this household work is largely invisible and unpaid. This puts women a step farther from being economically empowered.

Moreover, for some women, staying at homes could also mean being locked down with their physically abusive family members. France has reported a spike of 30 percent in domestic violence against women due to the lockdown.

---

35 COVID-19: A Gender Lens, Technical Brief (see note 4)
36 ‘Out-of-Pocket Spending for Contraceptives in Latin America’ (UNFPA, March 2020)
37 Matthias Doepke and Fabian Kindermann, ‘Bargaining over Babies: Theory, Evidence, and Policy Implications’ (2019) 109(9) American Economic Review, 3264 (the authors observe that women provide the majority of childcare even if both spouses are working)
38 Alon et al (see note 4)
39 Maria Floro, ‘Economic Restructuring, Gender and the Allocation of Time’ (1995) 23(11) World Development, 1913 (notes that trade liberalization can reduce the cost of products and services to help women save time.)
40 Discussion on gross distribution of unpaid care work between and men discussed in ECLAC, ‘Repository of information on time use in Latin America and the Caribbean’ (UN, October 2019), <https://oig.cepal.org/sites/default/files/2019-10_repositorio_uso_del_tiempo_eng.pdf> accessed 21 April 2020
violence cases against women during the lockdown.\textsuperscript{42} In the United Kingdom, calls to the national abuse hotline have increased by 65 percent during the lockdown.\textsuperscript{43} A similar spike in the numbers of domestic abuse cases is noticed in other countries including China, Spain and India.\textsuperscript{44} This shows how global this problem is, and these reports do not even take into account the actual numbers as many instances of domestic violence remain unreported.\textsuperscript{45} Domestic violence can lead to loss of lives for some; for the survivors, it could cause physical injuries, anxiety and distress. Women can be psychologically-scarred due to increased domestic violence and household responsibilities; this could jeopardize their confidence or psychological set-up to succeed or progress in their professional endeavors.

Due to the aforementioned reasons, this pandemic might reverse the gains we have made in respect of women’s economic empowerment.\textsuperscript{46} International trade can serve as a tool to minimize this damage, as it can create more economic opportunities for women. It can also be used to deconstruct or minimize the formidable barriers (in the form of domestic laws, policies, practices and perceptions) that impede women’s participation in the economies.\textsuperscript{47} As discussed in the following section, international trade instruments can play an instrumental role in guiding countries on conducting trade in a manner that can lead to equal benefits and opportunities for women and men.

\section*{II. Can International Trade Law Accommodate Women Empowerment?}

The pandemic has forced governments to take unprecedented measures to protect human health and lives. Some of these measures have caused an unavoidable decline in trade of goods and services, leading to painful suffering for the global economy. The increasing protectionism and nationalism seems to be reversing the trend of economic globalization. In these testing

\textsuperscript{46} On the other hand, it could also benefit women in certain ways (for example it could lead to increased father’s childcare responsibility with fathers working increasingly at homes, increased flexibility in workplace arrangements, and increased jobs and business opportunities in health sector). For details, see Alon et al (see note 4), 21-22
\textsuperscript{47} For a detailed discussions on these domestic barriers, see International Trade Centre (2015), 'Unlocking Markets for Women to Trade' (ITC, Geneva)
times, international trade is emerging as a “necessary evil”. Some scholars in the past have shed light on its “evil” effects because in addition to the rapid transmission of virus to different countries partly aggravated due to globalization, trade has fostered interdependence among countries even for essential products such as food items, drugs, medical equipments and clothing.\(^4\)\(^8\) This interdependence becomes an acute problem when countries increase their restrictions on trade as a response to crisis-like situations such as a health pandemic. Does this mean that countries post-pandemic might not remain as open to trade as they were before the pandemic in order to be more self-sufficient? The answer seems to be a “no”, as although trade flows might reduce for a period of time, trade is “necessary” because no country - powerful, developed, or developing - has resources to produce everything it needs.\(^4\)\(^9\) Nevertheless, countries might want to revisit the way and the extent to which they trade and how this trade might be regulated in the future.

This crisis presents a unique opportunity for countries to explore how trade policies can contribute in “building back better”\(^5\)\(^0\) and in an inclusive manner in the post-COVID-19 world. Inclusive growth is the cornerstone for sustainable development.\(^5\)\(^1\) Foreign trade needs to be sustainable to ensure that countries can harmonize trade liberalization with their important national interests. It needs to be inclusive so as to better include and benefit marginalized players. A recent study has found that if women play an equal role in labor markets to that of men, the global Gross Domestic Product will increase by 26 percent in 2025.\(^5\)\(^2\) These numbers may not hold in the post-COVID-19 world; but they certainly make inclusive trade a compelling business case for the post-pandemic economic recovery.


Encouraging women participation in trade and commerce has a two-fold benefit. On one hand, increased participation of female workforce can lead to faster economic recovery for the world; on the other hand, it could help minimize the extent of economic and social harm women might have suffered during this pandemic. Multiple interventions are required to undo the harm, and international trade could arguably be one of the required and effective interventions in this respect. Women’s economic empowerment and international trade share an intricate and complex relationship as the former could be enhanced through an effective regulation of the latter.53 This is not a new realization.

One of the first acknowledgments of the inter-relationship between gender and commerce can be traced back to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU).54 Moreover, the Addis Ababa Agenda of Action55 and the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development56 recognize foreign trade as an important instrument to reach development objectives including gender equality. The Addis Ababa Agenda of Action builds a clear nexus between international trade and gender. It reads as follows: ‘Recognizing the critical role of women as producers and traders, we will address their specific challenges in order to facilitate women’s equal and active participation in domestic, regional and international trade.’57 The Sustainable Development Goals also directly address the need to achieve full and effective participation of women for furthering economic growth and sustainable development.58 The most recent multilateral instrument that reinforces this view is the WTO’s Joint Declaration on Trade and Women’s Economic Empowerment. The Declaration, signed in December 2017 at Buenos Aires by almost seventy percent of the WTO membership, reaffirms that ‘international trade and investment are engines of economic growth for both developing and developed countries, and that improving women’s access to opportunities and removing barriers to their participation in national and international economies contributes to sustainable economic development’.59 The following section explores this relationship further, as it provides a discussion on how free trade

54 Article 157, Consolidated versions of the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) [2016] OJ C202/1
56 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, United Nations (Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 25 September 2015, A/RES/70/1)
57 Para 90, Addis Ababa Action Agenda
58 Goal 5, 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
59 ‘Buenos Aires Joint Declaration on Trade and Women’s Economic Empowerment’ (WTO Ministerial Conference, 12 December 2017) [hereinafter referred to as ‘Declaration 2017’]
agreements can enhance women empowerment and hence help with rebooting the economy in an inclusive manner in the post-pandemic world.\textsuperscript{60}

III. Gender Mainstreaming in Free Trade Agreements: Existing Best Practice Examples and the Road Ahead

Free trade agreements (FTAs) can play an important role in reducing gender inequality. Through FTAs, countries can encourage their trade partners to create laws and procedures that can eliminate or reduce the barriers that impede women’s participation in trade.\textsuperscript{61} This can be seen as a “top-down” approach to deal with gender inequality at the domestic levels.\textsuperscript{62} Certain countries (such as Canada) are emerging champions of this approach, as they have offered their market access to other countries through negotiating some of the world’s most gender-responsive trade agreements so far.\textsuperscript{63}

FTAs create different outcomes and opportunities for women and men.\textsuperscript{64} Some argue that trade agreements can exacerbate existing gender inequalities.\textsuperscript{65} It can put livelihoods and employment of women at risk.\textsuperscript{66} Trade liberalization can disrupt economic sectors where women are most active, thereby depriving them of employment and business opportunities.\textsuperscript{67} It can increase gender wage gaps and create poorer working conditions for women in

\textsuperscript{60} Domestic laws and policies also have an important role to play in this respect; however this discussion remains outside the scope of this paper. For more information on programs and policies countries have initiated as a response to COVID-19, see Policy Brief: The Impact of COVID-19 on Women (United Nations, 9 April 2020), 7-8


\textsuperscript{62} “Top-down” approach in this respect could be seen as an approach that uses international trade instruments to trigger changes at the domestic levels.

\textsuperscript{63} See Bahri (note 61)


\textsuperscript{67} Fontana, ‘Gender Justice in Trade Policy’ (see note 65); Karen Melanson, ‘An Examination of the Gendered Effects of Trade Liberalisation’ (2005) 2(1) Policy Perspectives, 10-17 (explains how trade liberalization can lead to decrease in care work)
developing countries. 68 Scholarship on the other hand observes that trade agreements can translate into more job opportunities and better business connections for enhanced market access for women. 69 Mainstream economics’ literature notes that there is a positive correlation between the increase in production for exports in developing countries and the increase in levels of female employment in various sectors including manufacturing. 70 These observations show that the scholarship is divided on how trade agreements can impact gender equality; moreover, we need sex disaggregated data to understand the impact the existing agreements have had on men and women in different sectors of different countries and regions. 71 However, in the meantime, it is crucial to promote gender mainstreaming in trade agreements to ensure that these agreements do not perpetuate gender inequalities as they are put back to operation in the post-COVID-19 world. Mainstreaming gender in FTAs entails the inclusion of gender equality considerations in the drafting and implementation of FTAs. The process of gender mainstreaming affirms a party’s commitment, understanding and political will to reduce gender inequality through trade policies and instruments. The process also aims to maximize the positive impact and minimize the negative impact of trade agreements on women’s empowerment.

In the recent years, we have witnessed a sharp increase in the number of FTAs mainstreaming gender considerations. 72 Gender equality is gradually emerging as a policy norm in trade agreements. Out of 292 FTAs currently in force, almost 75 have at least one gender-explicit provision. 73 The last 3 years have been phenomenal in this respect. In 2019, 2 FTAs were

---

enforced with a dedicated chapter on gender.\textsuperscript{74} The European Parliament in 2018 passed a resolution to include gender equality consideration in all future EU trade agreements.\textsuperscript{75} By doing this, the EU committed itself to ensuring that trade-related aspects of gender will be adequately addressed in its future trade agreements.\textsuperscript{76} One thing is clear now: neither international trade nor gender equality is a zero-sum game. Everyone benefits from making trade fair and inclusive.

More and more countries are including gender considerations in their trade agreements, albeit in very different ways. Some FTAs have a whole chapter on gender, but no legal obligations.\textsuperscript{77} Some FTAs have a single provision, but that single provision creates a strong legal obligation related to gender equality or non-discrimination based on sex.\textsuperscript{78} Several agreements include these provisions in their main text\textsuperscript{79}; others load them in a side agreement or an annex or a protocol.\textsuperscript{80} In some agreements, all we find are general statements where parties acknowledge the importance of inclusive trade and the role of women in trade and commerce.\textsuperscript{81} In other agreements, we find reaffirming provisions, wherein parties reaffirm their commitments made under other international instruments such as Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

\textsuperscript{74} Modernized Canada-Chile Free Trade Agreement (CCFTA) (enforced, 5 February 2019); Modernized Canada-Israel Free Trade Agreement (CIFTA) (enforced, 1 September 2019)
\textsuperscript{76} European Commission, ‘Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, A Union of Equality: Gender Equality Strategy 2020-2025’ (EC, 5 March 2020)
\textsuperscript{77} Modernized Canada-Chile Free Trade Agreement (CCFTA) (enforced, 5 February 2019) and Modernized Canada-Israel Free Trade Agreement (CIFTA) (enforced, 1 September 2019) [Both include standalone chapters on gender.]; The Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (enforced, 30 December 2018) [It does not have a stand-alone chapter on gender; the provisions on gender are mainly included in the chapter on development.]
\textsuperscript{78} Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Montenegro, of the other part (enforced, 01 May 2010), Article 101 [It obliges Montenegro to adjust its domestic legislation to provide for working conditions and equal opportunities for women and men.]
\textsuperscript{79} The Agreement between the European Free Trade Agreement States and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (enforced, 01 May, 2002) & the North American Free Trade Agreement (enforced, 01 January 1994) [Gender-explicit provisions in these agreements are found in the main text of the agreement, under the cooperation and development sections.]
\textsuperscript{80} The Canada – Panama Free Trade Agreement (enforced, 01 April 2002) [It establishes a provision on gender equality in the side agreement, i.e., the Agreement on Labor Cooperation, Appendix 1].
\textsuperscript{81} The Canada – Honduras Free Trade Agreement (enforced, 01 October 2014) [It only contains a general statement on the importance of gender equality within Annex 1; it is a cooperation activity mentioned in best endeavor language.]
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)\textsuperscript{82} or International Labor Organization conventions.\textsuperscript{83} However, one is thing common: almost in every agreement, implementing gender-related commitments is left to the parties' willingness and available resources.\textsuperscript{84}

At one end of the spectrum, we have agreements that merely show the parties' awareness in this respect as they acknowledge the importance of gender concerns as a social value amongst other non-economic concerns. For example, Article 9.3 of Chile-Vietnam FTA mentions gender equality as one of the issues for cooperation and capacity-building.\textsuperscript{85} A relatively more gender-responsive agreement is the COTONOU Agreement, which explicitly acknowledges the importance of gender equality for economic development of the region.\textsuperscript{86} The Chile-Uruguay and Chile-Canada agreements take a step further. In addition to acknowledging the importance of gender issues for economic development and international trade, they provide a list of cooperation activities and institutional mechanisms that can enable parties to carry out trade in a gender-sensitive manner.\textsuperscript{87} At the other end of the spectrum, we have the Canada-Israel FTA which is perhaps the most advanced FTA in this respect.

In Canada-Israel FTA, parties make explicit affirmations to work on gender issues and reaffirmations to implement the commitment they have undertaken under other international instruments such as the CEDAW. What makes this agreement unique in this respect is the possibility parties have to enforce these commitments, as it is perhaps the only FTA which explicitly subjects gender-related provisions to the agreement’s dispute settlement mechanism with a binding (but not compulsory) jurisdiction.\textsuperscript{88} The parties in this FTA commit themselves to various activities directly related to women empowerment, and these activities envisage women not merely as an employee or labor but also as an entrepreneur, leader, decision-maker and scientist.\textsuperscript{89} The cooperation activities also focus on enhancing education or skill

\textsuperscript{82} Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, Adopted and opened for signature, ratification and accession by United Nations General Assembly (resolution 34/180) (New York, 18 December 1979)
\textsuperscript{83} The Free Trade Agreement between the United States of America and the Republic of Korea (enforced, 15 March 2012) [Parties reaffirm their commitments to ILO Conventions.]; CCFTA [Parties reaffirm their commitments to CEDAW.]
\textsuperscript{84} CCFTA [It includes multiple cooperation activities focused on enhancing women’s access to trade as employees, employers and consumers.]
\textsuperscript{85} Article 9.3, Chile-Vietnam FTA
\textsuperscript{86} Article 31 of the Agreement underscores the importance of adopting women-favoring measures and contemplates for its members ‘a gender sensitive approach at all levels of development cooperation, including macroeconomic policies, strategies and operations.’
\textsuperscript{87} See CIFTA Article 13.3 and 13.4 and CCFTA Article N bis-03 and N bis-04
\textsuperscript{88} Article 13.6 [It provides a dispute settlement mechanism for gender provisions with binding but not compulsory jurisdiction].
\textsuperscript{89} Article 13.3
development opportunities in the fields that can translate to high-paid job opportunities for women (such as STEM and ICT focused education). In this respect, this FTA is more of an exception, as most FTAs that make a mention of education or skill development opportunities for women limit these opportunities to fields that have traditionally been reserved for women (such as farming, handicraft, textile and fisheries).

As discussed earlier, the pandemic has made women more time-poor as it has drowned them in increased household responsibilities, taking them further away from the possibility of availing educational opportunities they might have otherwise availed. The physically locked-down academic institutions have worsened this situation particularly for those women that have no or insufficient technological abilities to seek online education due to the existing digital gap between men and women. Hence, improving women’s access to education is a crucial commitment that policymakers may consider to better prepare their agreements to work for women in the post-COVID-19 world. Efforts directed at women’s access to education should also include increasing their access to technology and internet, which is crucial to reconnect women back to the economy and help them reap the benefits of trade digitization.

Another remarkable development in this respect is the recent African Continental Free Trade Agreement (AfCFTA). In its Preamble, the agreement recognizes the importance of gender equality for international trade and development. Including gender equality considerations in the preamble is an effective way of mainstreaming gender perspective in trade agreements, as it can be instrumental in determining the intentions of the negotiators or drafters of the agreement at the time when it was concluded. Article 3 of the agreement outlines gender equality as one of the general objectives of the agreement, frontloading gender concerns even further in the agreement. In Article 27, Parties commit to mobilizing resources to improve the export-capacity of women entrepreneurs and women-owned SMEs. This provision is a best practice example, as identifying or mobilizing funds for gender-related commitments is fundamental for their implementation. Identification of funding options alongside these commitments can bring such promises a step closer to their implementation. In the absence of finance made available for this purpose, the resource-constrained pandemic-hit countries may not have sufficient resources to invest in the women-favoring promises they might have made in trade instruments.
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The EU-Central America\textsuperscript{92} is another accord that provides a best practice example for future trade negotiations for two reasons. First, it gives particular attention to initiating programs that could address violence against women. This is a unique provision, not found commonly in other agreements. With increased cases of violence against women during the pandemic, policymakers in future trade negotiations could trigger their trade partners' commitment to work on this issue. Second, the parties in this agreement commit to improving women's maternal health, and address other health priority areas such as sexual and reproductive health and the care for and prevention of sexually transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancies.\footnote{Agreement establishing an Association between the European Union and its Member States, on the one hand, and Central America on the other (enforced, 01 August 2013)} Insufficient protection of health requirements such as maternity needs, child-care and prevention of unwanted pregnancy have been an impediment to women empowerment even before the onset of this pandemic.\footnote{Art 44} The pandemic has exacerbated these pre-existing concerns, as medical services worldwide are now focused on tackling the virus-inflicted patients and patients with non-urgent issues are reluctant or even fearful to approach the medical establishments.\footnote{Caren Grown, Elissa Braunstein, Anju Malhotra (eds), \textit{Trading Women's Health and Rights?: Trade Liberalization and Reproductive Health in Developing Economies} (Zed Books, 2006), at 35} This can lead to complications in birth and higher rates of unwanted pregnancy. Hence, COVID-19 has reduced women’s access to crucial health services. To top it all, women that work in informal sectors mainly in developing countries are putting their lives at risk as they still have to venture out in search for their livelihood. A focus on access to health services is therefore crucial in the future trade negotiations to undo the repercussions this pandemic might have on women’s access to health services.

The discussion brings to light a number of ways in which the existing FTAs can help connect more women to the economy in the post-COVID-19 world. The cooperation-based provisions in Canada-Israel for example have shown how countries can encourage their trade partners to create laws and procedures that can reduce barriers that women face such as lack of access to finance, business opportunities and technology.\footnote{Peter Beech, 'The COVID-19 pandemic could have huge knock-on effects on women's health, says the UN' (World Economic Forum, 2 April 2020), <https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/covid-19-coronavirus-pandemic-hit-women-harder-than-men/> accessed 1 July 2020; 'ECA policy brief spotlights women’s wellbeing and health care systems amidst COVID-19 Pandemic' (UN Africa Renewal, 13 April 2020), https://www.un.org/africarenewal/news/coronavirus/eca-policy-brief-spotlights-women%E2%80%99s-wellbeing-and-health-care-systems-amidst-covid-19-pandemic} Discussion on EU-Central America has shown how parties can endeavor to increase women’s access to health services and reduce or

\textsuperscript{92} Some examples of these provisions in the agreement are the following: ‘access to, and ownership of, economic resources’ (Art 13.1); ‘promoting financial inclusion for women, including financial training, access to finance, and financial assistance’ (Art 13.3(b)); ‘promoting female entrepreneurship and women’s participation in international trade’ (Art 13.3(f)). For details, see Chapter 13, Canada-Israel FTA.
eliminate violence against women.\textsuperscript{97} Canada-Chile is a leading example where parties have shown how FTAs can include commitments on increasing women’s access to education and skill development.\textsuperscript{98} Parties in this agreement also seek to create encouraging conditions for women entrepreneurs; such a commitment if put to action might help women revive their businesses post pandemic, for example by pushing for the creation of business networks and improved infrastructure in relevant sectors and industries.\textsuperscript{99}

The discussion shows that a number of agreements mainstream gender considerations in their own unique ways; however almost no FTA so far contemplates how gender-related commitments could be implemented, financed, or enforced. For the implementation of gender-related commitments, countries in their future FTAs need to create dedicated procedures and institutions that can put their long list of commitments into action. FTAs need to spell-out the functions of the institutions, milestones and objectives they are expected to achieve, and a timeline by which to achieve these milestones. The most important in this regard is to provide for funding arrangements to finance gender-related activities if we genuinely intend these commitments to be put into action. As of today, even the most advanced FTAs in gender concerns such as the ones signed between Canada and Chile or Canada and Israel do not clarify precise procedures or identify channels to finance these activities. Moreover, almost all FTAs have explicitly and unambiguously excluded gender-related provisions and chapters from the application of their dispute settlement machineries.

In the absence of applicable dispute settlement procedures, enforcement of gender-related commitments remains a distant reality. This implies that a country’s failure to comply with these obligations or commitments or affirmations has no direct consequence. The only exception is the Canada-Israel FTA that provides (for the very first time) a binding dispute settlement procedure that is applicable to its chapter on trade and gender.\textsuperscript{100} Unfortunately, this also seems to be a cosmetic attempt to provide for an enforcement mechanism as the parties have subjected the binding jurisdiction of this mechanism to their consent, making its jurisdiction non-compulsory in nature.\textsuperscript{101} Future trade agreements should consider going a step further by subjecting gender provisions to binding and compulsory dispute settlement provisions. Parties could subject gender provisions either to the agreement’s dispute settlement chapter or create a specialized mechanism to enforce gender-related commitments. This recommendation should be considered with a word of caution. While gender-related
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\textsuperscript{99} Ibid, Articles N bis-03(d), (e), (g)
\textsuperscript{100} CIFTA, Chapter 19
\textsuperscript{101} Ibid, Article 13.6
provisions need to be enforceable, their enforcement often requires deep societal changes and long-term cooperation between different stakeholders. Ensuring enforcement through dispute settlement provisions may be a top-down approach to trigger societal changes; however, the long-term solution to the problem of gender inequality lies in changing the domestic laws, cultures, beliefs and stereotypes in a given community.\(^\text{102}\)

Another way to drastically increase the gender-responsiveness of FTAs is by negotiating a gender-specific exception. Countries have in the past included or incorporated by reference the GATT-like exceptions in their FTAs for the protection of public morals, human health or animal life or environment.\(^\text{103}\) In the same manner, a new exception for gender can be designed and employed by FTAs in the future.\(^\text{104}\) No such exception exists to date in FTAs. Countries may hesitate to employ such an exception as it could enable other countries to enact new rules and regulations which could pose as a barrier to trade. It could also enable countries to violate the provisions of the given FTA under the justification of gender exception. This hesitation is understandable, but it is not justifiable. If countries can allow FTA-inconsistent practices and laws to operate if they are important to protect their public morals, or animal health or life, or even plant health or life, how can countries oppose an exception that can reduce gender inequality and include humankind’s half population in the journey towards economic growth and development? Are gender considerations and removal of barriers women face any less important than the conservation of exhaustible natural resources (such as sea-turtles) or protection of public morals (including religious beliefs)? The answer seems to be a categorical “no”.

A gender exception could allow a party to pursue an otherwise FTA-inconsistent measure if it is necessary to protect or empower female entrepreneurs or employees. In this uncertain environment, more governments than ever may be looking to extend various support measures mainly to those industries that are most severely hit by the pandemic. The proposed exception can allow countries to provide such favorable support for domestic industries that particularly impact women employees and entrepreneurs in the form of state-aid, government bail-outs, loans or subsidies. For a temporary period of time post this pandemic, countries may also consider crafting women-favoring government procurement measures. According to the International Trade Centre, only one percent of the global government procurement market is currently offered to women-owned businesses.\(^\text{105}\)
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procurement initiatives may help in increasing the participation of women-owned enterprises in the bidding process, which in turn could help in reviving the women-owned SMEs that might have had to scale down or face closures during the pandemic. In addition, countries may consider mandating or encouraging several industries to employ supplier diversity programs. Through these programs, they can obligate or somehow incentivize their multinational companies to make a percentage amount of their purchases from marginalized vendors such as women entrepreneurs. These are a few examples to show how a gender exception may allow countries to take a measure that might otherwise entail inconsistency with other obligations of an agreement.

Alternatively, it may be possible to invoke public morality exception to protect the economic interests of women stakeholders. This seems to be a very ambitious interpretation of GATT Article XX (a), and there is no jurisprudence which supports such an interpretation. However, we can find some support in favor of such an interpretation in the existing jurisprudence. In US – Gambling, the Panel found that the term “public morality” denotes standards of good and bad conduct on the part of or on behalf of a community or nation, and that the meaning of this concept for Members may vary over time and space, depending on various factors, including prevailing social, cultural, ethical and religious values. The Panel also stated that Members should be given certain freedom to define and apply the concepts of “public morality” in their respective territories, in accordance with their own systems and scales of values. In EC – Seals, the Appellate Body found that the term “to protect”, when used in relation to “public morals” did not require the panel to identify the existence of a risk to EU public moral concerns regarding seal welfare. In light of these interpretations, a country could argue that the protection of women’s business and employment prospects in a particular industry that might
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have been severely hit by the pandemic is a public moral concern for its nation. The defending country could argue that this concern amidst the pandemic amounts to a clear legitimate objective, provided the “design, architecture, and revealing structure” of the measure reflects a genuine public moral concern in this respect.\textsuperscript{114}

The discussions in this section show that there is a half-opened door in FTAs that countries need to push upon further by finding different ways of implementing or enforcing their gender-related commitments. Moreover, due to the COVID-19-triggered wave of protectionism, the operation of FTAs might be significantly hindered. Lesser exports and imports between Canada and Israel for example would mean that Canada-Israel FTA would result in less business and employment opportunities for both men and women in their respective economies.\textsuperscript{115} It would also mean that companies may not have the funds to engage in gender-responsive corporate social responsibilities encouraged in this agreement. Also, public authorities may not invest the required resources and time in expanding the promised access to education and skill development and creation of business networks for women in business as countries during and in the post-COVID-19 world would have shifted priorities of saving human lives and their country’s economy. The issue of gender equality could take a back seat in the minds of many policymakers. This intervention seeks to reiterate the role trade policymakers and negotiators can play in rebooting an inclusive economy in the post-COVID-19 world by connecting more women to the global economy.

**Conclusion**

Populism and nationalism have made themselves obvious during COVID-19 crisis. Wild enthusiasm against international trade, including by pioneers of trade such as the EU Member States and Canada, is unprecedented. Majority of WTO Members have imposed export restrictions. The good news is that all restrictions so far are imposed with an expiration date. However, this expiration date could be revised, depending upon how the pandemic unfolds in the future. On a positive note, the WTO economists have projected that if the pandemic is brought under control relatively soon and the right policies are in place, trade and output could revive to their pre-pandemic trajectory by as early as 2021.\textsuperscript{116}

The fast-approaching economic recession, disruption in international trade, changing supply and demand patterns and the social distancing mode can jeopardize jobs and business opportunities for many. Women are positioned to bear a disproportionate burden of this pandemic, in terms of health, employment, business, consumption and social protection. The
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limited gains made in the past decades in respect of achieving gender equality are at the risk of being rolled back as the pandemic is deepening the pre-existing inequalities. FTAs may play an important role in minimizing this loss, as they can help restart the economy in the post-COVID-19 world. FTAs can provide the architecture for sustainable and inclusive economic growth.

Through gender mainstreaming, FTAs can help in reducing the formidable barriers that impede women’s participation in the economy. They can encourage countries to carry out ex-post and ex-ante gender impact assessments of trade agreements that they are party to. Countries can bind themselves to certain minimum legal standards for improving the employment conditions for women or prohibiting sex-based discrimination. Countries can also endeavor to increase women’s access to health services, education and skill development. They can also create encouraging conditions for women businesses to flourish, for example by the creation of business networks and improved infrastructure in relevant sectors and industries. Countries in FTAs could also commit to increasing the representation of women in decision-making and policy-making roles. The base line is: countries can use trade agreements as laboratories where they can experiment with different legal provisions and commitments regarding gender equality.

WTO also has an important role to play. With 164 Members and 24 Observers, WTO can play an instrumental role in preparing a framework for the regulation of inclusive and sustainable trade. The WTO can encourage its Members to remove the export restrictions as promptly as possible. This would allow the trade volumes to go up again, having a trickle-down impact on employment, businesses and the overall global economy. The Trade and Gender Focal Point can play a role in encouraging more research in this area and gathering different stakeholders for future discussions on inclusive economic growth. Moreover, the WTO Trade Outlook may also conduct research on the gendered impact of COVID-19, i.e., the extent to which this pandemic might roll-back the progress made in gender equality and the loss of employment and business opportunities to women. In this manner, the WTO could regain relevance as a forum to redesign and reshape economic and trade cooperation during/after the crisis caused by the pandemic.

Before this crisis is over, policymakers and international organizations should work together and prepare action plans for repairing the harm. Governments, international organizations and policymakers need to be aware of the loss it could cause to women as employees, employers
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and consumers. The world economy will suffer even more if women – who account for one half of the world’s working-age population – are further excluded from the economy and hence impeded from contributing to economic growth and economic recovery post-COVID-19 recovery. Women will be the hardest hit by this pandemic; however, they will also form the backbone of the economic recovery in almost every country. Hence, future trade policy response must recognize this and include women at the heart of the COVID-19 response. Placing women at the centre of economies will lead to a more rapid recovery; this recovery will put us back on track to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals.